
A MODEL SWORD FROM BUCKLERSBURY 
HOUSE, LONDON 

S T E P H E N CREEP 

A small object from the site of Bucklersbury House, London, and now in the 
Museum of London, ' belongs to a group of Roman miniature swords. It 
consists of a slender, double edged, blade 106mm long (Fig. 1). The tang of the 
blade passes through a rectangular sectioned piece of bone, 33mm wide, which 
is well polished, and decorated with a single groove. This forms the hilt-guard 
of the sword, above which may be seen a slight continuation of the tang which, 
when complete, would have retained the handle and pommel. 

The identification of this piece as a model sword or dagger is confirmed by a 
small number of finds from the continent. These show that the completed 
object consisted of five parts, of which the iron blade and bone guard formed 
two. The remaining elements were a small ribbed handle, a miniature version 
of that on the gladius;2 a pommel, not unlike the guard in shape; and a scabbard. 
With the exception of the iron blade the other pieces are in bone. The only 
complete example known is from Cologne (Fig. 2, 5).3 The survival of guard 
and blade, as at London, is attested at Augst;4 handle, guard and blade at Trier 
(Fig. 2, 3)5 and Augst (Fig. 2, 4);'' pommel, handle, guard and blade from 
France.7 The discovery of isolated miniature ribbed handles is rare, examples 
are recorded from Verulamium (Fig. 2, 2)" and Heddernheim (Fig. 2, l)y . By far 
the most common element is the sheath, but even these are unusual in Britain 
only represented by those from Verulamium'" and Colchester (Fig. 2, 13)." On 
the continent they are known from Trier (Fig. 2, 7, 8, 10, 12),'2 Augst 
(Fig. 2, 6, 9, 14), l ! Heddernheim (Fig. 2, l l ) ' 4 Autun15 and Mont 
Auxious."' The sheaths vary quite considerably in size and decoration.17 They 
are basically sub-rectangular with a rounded section and two perforated 'wings ' 
at the end where the sheath joins the handle. They are carved from a solid piece 
of bone, and longitudinally perforated. This hole is enlarged into a double 
'key-hole' at the end where the sheath meets the handle to allow for the 
insertion of the blade. The front of the scabbard is decorated by varying 
numbers of straight, incised lines. The remaining sides are plain. At the lower 
end of the scabbard the perforation is circular and is usually plugged with a 
small piece of bone. 

The function of these model swords is uncertain, although in view of the 
blade and handle elements, their representation is best seen as a Radius. They 
occur mainly on civilian sites and, in view of their subject, their rarity in 
military contexts in Britain and on the Rhine might seem surprising. The 
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Fig . l . Model Swords: Example from Bucklcrsbury House (2/3). 

closest parallels are from Trier (e.g. Fig. 2, 15), where a number of similar 
pieces occur, but which are carved from a single piece of bone, without the iron 
blade. They are not necessarily related to the small, bronze model series usually 
interpreted as having some votive function,'" although bronze miniature swords 
do occur.'9 

The London model is most likely to be derived from the Walbrook, as are the 
majority of the Bucklersbury House finds. This places the object firmly in the 
early Roman period, not after c. A D 155 and possibly much earlier.2" Despite 
the number of parallels noted few are securely dated. The scabbard from 
Verulamium is Antonine, whilst one of the Augst sheaths is probably mid 
second century. The Augst blade, guard and handle is late first or second 
century. The use of the ribbed handle, most commonly an early Roman type, 
confirms the dating suggested by the London, Verulamium and Augst pieces. 
The absence of these forms from both Vindonissa and Pompeii is perhaps 
surprising in view of the numerous handles from both sites, but it would be 
presumptive to draw conclusions from such negative evidence. A first or 
second century date is suggested. 
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